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Breakfast:  

Nouns: Food items (“banana, pancake, waffle, cereal, oatmeal) spoon, knife, 
cup, placemat, chair”  

Verbs: “Cut, pour, wash, wipe, open, scoop, eat, drink, make, cook”  

Adjectives: “Sweet, gooey, soft, crunchy, stringy, sticky, yummy, salty, juicy” 

Songs “Apples and Bananas”  

Language Building Activities/Ideas: Let your child help prepare the meal. Items such as the Funbites 
Food cutter allow toddlers to safely participate in meal prep. A stool such the GuideCraft Kitchen Helper 
allows your toddler to be where the action (and many opportunities for learning) are. 

 

Getting Dressed:   

Nouns – “Shoes, socks, shirt, shorts, pants” and body parts    

Verbs: “Put (it on), pull, button, wipe, brush, open, close” 

Adjectives: “Soft, wet, dry, big, small” and colors of clothing 

Adverbs: “On, off” 

Songs: “Teddy Bear Teddy Bear” (substituting – “Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, Put on your 
_____”), “Head, Shoulders, Knees, & Toes.” 

Language Building Activities/Ideas: Have your toddler get items for you (“Please bring me 
your shoes”). This helps your child’s understanding language and receptive vocabulary. 

 

 

Playing Outside:        

Nouns: “Ball, bubbles, grass, dirt, flowers, trees, equipment (slide, 
swings, etc.) bucket, shovel, sand, dirt” 

Verbs: “Run, jump, bounce, throw, kick, roll, stop, go, pat, roll, dig, 
bury, pour, build, dump, scoop, shake, sift” 



 
 

Adjectives: “Wipe (dirt off), dirty, sunny/cool/hot, fast, slow” 

Adverbs: “Above, under, in, out” 

Songs: Action songs – “If You’re Happy and you Know it,” Weather songs – “Rain Rain,” “You are my 
Sunshine,” “Ants go Marching, & “Baby Bumble Bee” 

Language Building Activities/Ideas: Familiar games and routines are the gristmill for language learning. 
Play games such as “Chase” and “Hide and Seek” with your little one. 

 

Bath time:  

Nouns: “Hair, feet, tummy, legs, arms, head, toys, towel, soap, water, bubbles” 

Verbs: “Wash, splash, dunk, scoop (with bath toys), pour, pop 
(bubbles)” 

Adjectives: “Clean, dirty, under, wet, dry” 

Adverbs: “Above, under, in, out” 

Songs: “Row Row your Boat,” “Five Little Ducks” 

Language Building Activities/Ideas: Use fun bath time toys such as 
stacking cups for plenty of opportunities for “scooping” and “pouring” and to teach spatial concepts 
such as “under.” 

 

Bedtime:     

Nouns: “Bed, blanket, pillow, pajamas, teddy bear”  

Verbs: “Read, sleep, snuggle, hug, kiss, off (light), tuck, sing, hold” 

Adjectives: “Warm, soft, comfortable, dark, quiet” 

Adverbs: “In/out, on/off” 

Songs/Activities: “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star” 

Language Building Activities/Ideas: Read “Goodnight Moon” and 
say “Goodnight” to items in the room. 


